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The themed installation showcased by the Y’s Men’s Club of Pärnu, Estonia,

marking the commencement of the 100th anniversary of the founding of Y’s

Men International. See story on page 10.
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Editor’s Page

Zero Negativity: The Power of Positive Thinking by Ant

Middleton (2020)

There are times when life feels like it has you cornered:

financial difficulties, relationship issues, work problems, all

of the above. Every one of us, at one time or another, will

have to face up to the challenges that come our way. And

there are two ways of meeting them:

negatively, where blame is the answer,

where other people are at fault, where you

haven’t been treated fairly. Or positively,

where you own the situation, learn and

grow from it, and become a better person

at the end of it.

Letting you into areas of his life he’s

never talked about before, in Zero

Negativity, Ant will show you how to

embrace failure and use it to your advantage, how to see

change as the foundation of your future success, how to

develop resilience, how to deal with bullies, what it means

to be a positive roll model, and how to live a life with no

regrets.

This book will not tell you who to be, where you should

live, or what job you should do. That’s up to you. What

this book is for, however, is to give you the tools you need

to become the best possible version of yourself, to own who

and what you are, and to live your life with Zero Negativity.

(A Goodreads review)

Dear readers

So, the panic created by the global pandemic is behind us.

Is it, really? Although there seems to be a sigh of relief with life

limping back from the COVID-19 frenzy, there are some parts

of the world that are still threatened by

the deadly virus. It is estimated that over

534 million people have been affected

during the two years of the pandemic

with over 237,000 active cases as of the

first week of June. Some countries in Asia

and the Pacific region have seen new cases.

Overall, over six million lives were lost

to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Although travel restrictions have been

eased, international travel seems to be quite a bit of a bother

with each country having its own processes, as the recent travel

to Dubai for the International RDE Summit proved to be

for some. We can only hope as the days go by, the situation

will be fully under control and that we can reclaim the air of

freedom and gaiety that we had in 2019!

What now stares at the world is the other crisis – the

hostility between Russia and Ukraine resulting in a total of

44 million people in 38 countries teetering on the edge of

famine. A statement issued by the World Council of Churches

on 31 May 2022 drives home the need for a ceasefire in

Ukraine, and the need for addressing growing food insecurity

worldwide. “The number of people facing acute food

insecurity has more than doubled - from 135 million to 276

million - since 2019,” notes the statement. It is estimated that

thousands of people have been killed, and more than 14

million people – well over a quarter of the entire population

of Ukraine – were forced to flee from their homes.

In both these scenarios of crisis, YMI members have been,

and continue to be, proactive in bringing succour to the

afflicted. In this issue, you can read stories of how the YMCA

and YMI in Europe, particularly in the Republic of Moldova,

have been at the forefront of providing shelter and essential

commodities to those fleeing Ukraine.

IP Kim Sang-chae’s clarion call when he assumed office

last year was to respond to the suffering caused by the pandemic

and he adopted “Y’s Men with the World” as his theme. He

saw it as an opportunity to increase the visibility of YMI on

the international stage. One must say that YMI clubs the world

over have responded positively and acted in unity to alleviate

human suffering. In this issue, IP Kim looks back with

satisfaction at this feat and other achievements during the

year.

Also included in this edition is a short reflection by Peter

Searle from Australia on the gratified feeling of showing

kindness without expecting anything in return. He quotes

the example of how a person needing insulin was allowed to

go to the head of a long queue at a Kyiv pharmacy, among

many such small acts of kindness. A simple act such as that

does not take any investment of time or energy. It is a state of

mind, which in our assessment, is indeed gratifying.

We hope you enjoy reading this issue.

Y’sly,

Koshy Mathew
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Greetings from Korea!

My mentor, IPIP Jacob, used to joke that he was the

pandemic IP, but I also had to spend my tenure as IPE and

IP in the shadow of the global pandemic.

Every moment of my terms as Korea Area President,

Paul William Alexander Legacy Project Co-Chairperson,

and as International President 2021/22, all in a relatively

short period of time, was a constant learning process.

PIP Jennifer, IPIP Jacob, IPIT Phillips and ISG Jose

provided a lot of advice and support. Also, the leaders of

Korea Area, including PIP Moon, have always been strong

supporters.

As YMI’s 100-year history is little known to the public

compared to the behemoth YMCA, and as questions

about our identity have always been with us, gaining growth

and visibility during my timeas an IEO was a priority for

me.

Seeing the world suffering from a sudden pandemic, I

took Y’s Men with the World as the theme of my IP year,

as I saw it as an opportunity to increase the visibility of our

organisation on the international stage and to awaken

awareness as a true service organisation, I adopted Heal the

World with Love and Dignity as my slogan.

I had a dream that Y’s Men’s Clubs would become one

through global volunteering beyond countries and Regions.

Global integration projects to increase visibility and

strengthen organisational capacity have not been realised

due to the lingering pandemic, but loyal clubs continue to

serve communities and donate to YMI’s international

programmes. In particular, ‘Heal the World’ performed well

in various communities in India and Latin America, which

were at the centre of the pandemic, and in India,

organisational collaboration with the YMCA made

remarkable progress.

Despite the ongoing pandemic, most Regions have

shown unity by forming new clubs and retaining or

expanding membership. As of the middle of June, 100 new

clubs have been formed this year. We reaffirm that the

ownership and solidarity of each of us is the strength of our

organisation.

As I watch each Region quietly raising money to help

the YMCA in crisis, help poor neighbours suffering from

the pandemic, and alleviate the crisis in Ukraine, I am

reminded that we are a proud volunteer organisation of

good people.

It was also a meaningful year with the opportunity for

international leaders to demonstrate their passion for

transforming YMI into a service organisation that fits the

needs of today.

It has been over nine months since the International

Council began work to renew

our organisation through the

formation of ICM Working

Groups.

Divided into three groups,

they have planned for the

future, reviewing international

programmes, and the

International Constitution. In

mid-May, the extraodinary

International Council

Meeting and the second

International RDE Summit were successfully held in

Dubai. They were the first in-person meetings in two years.

It was an opportunity for all the 80+ attendees to build

friendships and reflect on each other’s responsibilities. The

introduction of Strategy 2032 has created a roadmap for

the next decade, and we are, once again, working hard to

prepare and lay the groundwork for the next century.

The collaboration of club members and leaders

permitted the Paul William Alexander Legacy Project to

purchase new office space for IHQ, ensuring the stability of

the organisation’s operations.

Preparations are in full swing to highlight YMI’s history,

historical figures and loyal Golden Members ahead of the

grand centennial celebrations in Taiwan this November. To

register, visit http://ymi-100.org/

In particular, I would like to thank all Area Presidents,

Regional Directors, International Service Directors,

Committee and Task Force members, and the IHQ staff

who generously invested their time and effort behind the

scenes.

I hope that our movement will achieve rapid growth

and leap forward under the leadership of K.C. Samuel who

will be inaugurated as International President in Aarhus,

Denmark on 5 July. I hope that 2022/23 will be recorded

as a successful year in YMI’s history by strengthening

visibility and impact by focusing on health, environment

and education, representing the United Nations’

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) under the broad

framework of Heal the World.

I would like to express my gratitude to everyone who

worked hard in the year 2021/22, and I promise that we

will do our best once again for a strong start to2022/23.

Thank you.

On the Whole, a Satisfying Year

Kim, Sang-chae

International President 2021/22
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Congratulations and Appreciations

Former YMW Editor Wally writes:

IHQ asked me to attend a special

International Council Meeting and

RDE Summit from 8-15 May to be

presented with the Harry M.

Ballantyne award. It was a great feeling

when PIP Jacob finally passed over the

medal and citation.

The ICM was very interesting for

me as it covered many important

subjects. Of special importance were

the two sessions we had discussing the

revision of our International

Constitution. It was initially hoped

to complete the revision by July 2022

but the size and complexity of the

task has meant the deadline has been

changed to July 2023.

The International RDE Summit

was attended by 36 APs and RDEs

who undertook training and

discussions about their duties in the

positions. We were given a powerful

presentation by ISG Jose Varghese

telling us of the strategic direction of

Y’sdom in the next ten years. It was

not all work and we were taken to

dinner out in the desert one evening

which included a ride in a four-wheel

vehicle over the sand dunes. I even

got to ride a camel!

I did manage a short walk around

the old part of Dubai after the event

finished on Saturday. For me a most

memorable trip.
Courtesy: Youngster, May 2022

The Dubai Summit

IPIT Philips K. Cherian receives his appreciation

plaque for his six years of treasury management of

YMI from IP Kim Sang-chae

PIP Jennifer Jones receives her appreciation

plaque for her indomitable leadership during the first

wave of pandemic from IPE K.C. Samuel

Alan Wallington (Wally), former editor of Y’s Men’s

World, receives his citation accompanying the Harry

M. Ballantyne Award from IPIP Jacob Kristensen

Participants of the Dubai Summit
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Dear friends

I am pleased to inform you that the purchase of the new IHQ off ice space in Geneva is

now complete. The f inal purchase deed was signed on Wednesday 18 May by IP Kim Sang-

chae, IT T.M. Jose and myself in the presence of IHQ staff members.

Our new home will soon be found at 121 Rue de Lausanne,1202 Geneva, on the right bank of

Lake Geneva, just minutes from the main train station, the United Nations, other key

international organisations, and the lakeside.

Until further notice, please continue to use our existing street address for any postal

correspondence.

Some work is needed to transform the space before we can move and we are excited to

share more news with you as the project progresses. The necessary renovation and

remodelling work will take a couple of months. The new off ice, located on the ground floor,

is 134 square metres and the location will give us a prestigious address and visibility to the

Rue de Lausanne, a prominent street in Geneva.

This historic agreement signals the completion of the major components visualised for

the Paul William Alexander Legacy Project:

1. Purchase and installation of headstone at the previously unmarked grave of Paul

William Alexander at the Historic Woodlawn Cemetery in Toledo, Ohio.

2. Naming of a Toledo public park after our founder Paul William Alexander by the

Toledo City Government.

3. Purchase IHQ off ice space in Geneva.

4. The ongoing digitalisation of our archives.

I request your continued cooperation to encourage  clubs and their members to

contribute to the Endowment Fund and the Paul William Alexander Legacy Project fund,

which is still on its way to the goal of USD1 million. Please share this link: https://

www.ysmen.org/centenary/pwa-legacy

Yours sincerely,

Jose

Glad Tidings! A Space to Call Our Own in Geneva
Internatonal Secretary General shares the good news

Staff, IEOs, and family outside the new YMI headquarters space

on 121 Rue de Lausanne

A combo picture of IP Kim and ISG Jose signing the sale deed of the new

premises with IT TM Jose looking on
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JUST A THOUGHTJUST A THOUGHTJUST A THOUGHTJUST A THOUGHTJUST A THOUGHT

No Act of Kindness, No Matter How Small, is Ever Wasted
Peter Searle

An act of kindness is giving your best self

to someone else

without requests or

promise of anything

in return. It’s simply

doing something nice

for someone else,

without them asking

and without you

doing it for anything

in return.

People are more likely to give more to

those with whom they have a closer relationship with than

those that are just acquaintances or strangers but, as recent

events have shown with citizens from European countries

offering their homes to refugees from the war in Ukraine, that

is not always the case.

The wonderful part of acts of kindness is that there are not

only benefits to the receiver but also to the giver. A recent

collaboration between BBC Radio 4 and the University of

Sussex developed a ‘Kindness Test’. They developed a 30-

minute questionnaire to find out what people thought about

kindness and it was completed by over 60,000 respondents

in the age range 18-99 years, from 140 countries. Although

the study was undertaken with people who opted to

participate, thus possibly introducing bias into the results,

the results are interesting and informative.

When asked what was the most common act of kindness

the majority response was that it was when people asked for

help. That is, it was not a spontaneous act, but one provided

when asked for and most likely to be between friends. As

well, the majority felt that acts of kindness had either declined

or remained much the same over recent years. They also felt

that the pandemic had made us kinder with acts of kindness

making people less lonely. Although there were large variations

in the general trends, people who were more open or agreeable

tended to be more kind, and women were seen as more kind

than men. There appeared to be no data inferring that kindness

is linked to age. Kindness was most valued by people in the

home, at work, in shops, educational settings and medical

settings. Not surprisingly, kindness was seen as least valued in

the world of politics, on-line, and in the media generally.

Respondents regarded the largest barrier to kindness to be

the risk of being misinterpreted. In other words, there was a

risk in being kind of being vulnerable, and so it takes strength

to be kind. However, the consequences

were generally positive and giving, receiving,

and observing kindness were all seen as

improving well-being and life satisfaction.

Horrific times such as the current

Russian invasion of Ukraine bring out the

best (and worst) in people. Some

simple and generous acts of kindness in

recent days include:

w At a Kyiv pharmacy, a person

needing insulin was asked to go to the head

of a long queue.

w In Moldova, one of the smallest and poorest countries

in Europe, people are opening up their kids’ toys for

refugees at the Polish border.

w Flowers for Ukrainian women on International

Women’s Day at the border with Romania.

w Hundreds of offers of accommodation for refugees

arriving at Berlin’s main train station.

w People are opening up their homes to refugees.

The repercussions of the war are likely to continue for

many years. Let us hope the current situation is resolved quickly

and that all people can return to a normal and hopefully

kinder way of life.

Courtesy: Bulletin of the Y Service Club of Bendigo. This piece by Peter Searle,

a member of the Bendigo club appeared in April 2022 as the lead article / editorial

and is published here with kind permission.
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ON OUR IDENTITYON OUR IDENTITYON OUR IDENTITYON OUR IDENTITYON OUR IDENTITY

Mr. Benson Wabule who was International President

of YMI in 2005-06 wrote this piece in Y’s Men’s World

as an exhortation to all leaders of the movement. We

find it is relevant to us today also and reproduce it here

with the kind permission of the then editor, Alan

Wallington - Editor

The Importance of the Club
PIP Benson Wabule

In the previous issue of YMI World, we

examined the importance of the

individual Y’s club member to our

movement. Here

we look at the

importance of

the club in our

movement.

Action on

the part of Y’s

Men, and the

service we

provide, occur at

club level. All the things we profess to

do are done at club level. The individual

club member and their club are

inseparable identical twins in service. The

project carried out by club members

becomes the project of the club. The

dues paid as individualscollectively

become club dues. The fact is that next

to club members, the club is the most

important unit in our movement. In this

article therefore, I am highlighting the

importance of the club in Y’s Men

International.

It is the club which is a member of

Y’s Men International. We are members

of our movement through the club. In

Section 1 of Article 1 of our

International Constitution it is provided

that “This organisation shall be known

as the International Association of Y’s

Men’s Clubs and its motto shall be ‘To

Acknowledge the Duty that

Accompanies Every Right’.”  This

International Association of Y’s Men’s

Clubs has corporate status enabling our

movement to acquire the status of a

person in accordance with the Swiss

Civil Code.

This is important for legal reasons

that I cannot enumerate in this short

article. The club is the fulcrum of

everything we do. It is Y’sdom’s identity

card. As a club members, if you

introduce yourself without mentioning

your club, your introduction is not

complete! The club is the centre of

everything, a place where we formulate,

plan and perform our duties. It is a critical

element in our purpose and objectives.

It is from the club that Districts are

formed and then upwards follow our

other administrative levels of Region,

Area and International. When a new club

is formed, we grow as a movement and

when a club is de-chartered part of the

movement dies. If a majority of our

current clubs disappeared there would

probably be no Y’s Men International.

It is the club which submits

nominees for election to our supreme

body, the International Council, and it

is the club’s vote which determines the

results. The International President Elect

and the International Treasurer Elect

must not only come from clubs with

voting privileges  but are elected to their

high offices by club votes. Thus, the

clubs determine who become our

International President and our

International Treasurer. In other words,

the clubs give us our leaders. Some clubs

are rightly proud when they produce

leaders to serve in various positions in

our movement. The club provides

opportunities for socialising,

entertainment, interaction, support,

exchange of views, information,

solidarity, execution of projects,

leadershiptraining, personal

development and unity in pursuit of our

movement’s objectives. It is vital for club

members to realise that the success of

our movement depends largely on what

individualsdo at club level. Have you

noticed that when you introduce

yourself and mention your club, it strikes

a stronger note than when you mention

your District, Region or Area?

In my travels, I have come to realise

how important the club is to our

movement. We often talk about the

District, Region, Area and International

but in reality, the most important unit

in Y’s Men International, apart from the

club member, is the club.

My call is to all Y’s Men to increase

their efforts in extension work. Let us

support and strengthen our clubs,

because in doing so we are supporting

and strengthening Y’s Men International.
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On the eve of Easter, the Y’s Men’s Club Chisinau –

Moldova alongside our motherclub, theKjellerup Y´s

Men’s Club from Denmark, gave countless happy

moments to children of refugees from Ukraine.

All the emotions can be seen on each child’s face.

Denmark and Moldova are small countries, where

people with big souls live!

More than 1,200 refugee children from Ukraine study

in schools in Moldova, and another 602 children attend

pre-school institutions in the country.
Source: FB page

Refugee Children Get Special Attention

Y’s Men’s Club in Moldova (Region Denmark) Reports:

According to the latest UN report, the Republic of

Moldova is  the country receiving the largest number of

refugees from Ukraine.

Currently, the flow of refugees has slowed down. But

more than 360,000 refugees have already passed through

Moldova, leaving about 102,000 in the country, of which

about 49,000 are children. There are a lot of mothers with

small children. More than 260,000 refugees crossed

Moldova either through green corridors or in organised

groups.

Ninety percent of refugees are housed with their families

or on their own, and 10 percent are in placement centres.

Moldova and Ukraine are culturally close, good neighbours,

and our society has absorbed the flow of refugees very quickly

and has extended a helping hand to Ukrainians.

Thanks to the help of people from Denmark Region,

Moldova can continue its mission to help the refugees from

Ukraine.

As of now, we completed the first and second stages by

distributing essential packages to over 500 refugees living in

five regions of Moldova - Orhei, Criuleni, Chisinau, Anenii

Noi and Cimi’liaby Y’s Men volunteers. In the second stage,

Y’s Men volunteers delivered necessary packages to refugees

living in the northern, central and southern parts of the

country.

Participating Y’s Men’s Clubs: Orhei, Criuleni, Chisinau

and two candidate clubs: AneniiNoi and Cimi’lia.

Plenty of relief material waiting to be shipped Volunteers in Moldova

Refugee children receiving the gifts sent by Y’s Men in Denmark
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With the death of Henry Grimes in

December 1962, the leadership found

themselves in the midst of a challenge.

Although they had addressed the issue

of the eventual retirement of Henry

Grimes, they had not completely

decided on what needed to be done to

establish a location for the International

Headquarters. In 1959, a committee

was established to discuss the upcoming

retirement plans for 1965 and a job

analysis. At that point, in 1960

(Constitutional Amendment) with

increasing membership, the position of

International Treasurer became an

elected position so as to ease the

workload on Henry Grimes. While they

had a long list of things they felt

werenecessary for the person, the

original discussion centred around the

Lawrence Massachusetts location

(purchasing the Henry Grimes property

with the life insurance money). In the

1960 discussion, cities such as Geneva

were discussed but they felt they needed

more international members to make

it feasible. There were discussions on

New York, Chicago, Omaha, and other

cities in the eastern United States.

However, it was only discussion, and

no action had been taken until the

sudden death of the International

Secretary.

Following Henr y’s death, a

memorial fund was established in

order to honour him. The first order

of business was to find a replacement

for Henry. On 15 September 1963,

Gerald Heyl became the International

Secretary General. One of his first

assignments was to deal with the

International Headquarters. Upon

his appointment, the files from the

Grimes home were sent to Jerry a few

at a time with the final box arriving

on 27 December 1963 (a year after

Grimes’ death) and placed at Downers

Grove (location of George Williams

College which was run by the

YMCA).

Office space was rented in Downers

Grove and a grand opening was held

on 12 January 1964. The location, close

to Chicago, was in the middle of the

United States and easily accessible to

the clubs in Canada. The move was

expensive when considering the fact that

rent for the Grimes office was free and

they suddenly had to pay for the use of

space. The Capital Funds Campaign

was launched with a theme of “It’s Now

for Us”. The hope was to be able to

utilise the money donated to the Henry

Grimes Memorial Fund and add

additional funds to make it USD

200,000. While hoping to find a

building and/or suitable land in or

around Downers Grove, in 1966 the

search committee finally came up with

a location in Oak Brook, Illinois. Once

the land was purchased, PIP Gordon

Stowe proceeded to design a suitable

building to become World

Headquarters.

Ground breaking for the new

building started on 8 January 1967 and

the cornerstone was laid on 5 January

1968. By 27 July 1968, the building

was dedicated. As membership overseas

increased, it became increasingly

obvious that this building was no

longer in the correct location. Starting

in 1970 with an Associate Secretary

General, Ingvar Wallin, in Geneva,

Switzerland, and the establishment of

an office there, it was agreed that the

location of International Headquarters

should be in Geneva. With the

retirement of Gerald Heyl in 1973, the

headquarters was moved to Geneva.

The building in Oak Park, Illinois was

initially rented and eventually sold.

PIP Mike Sturm and ISG Jerry Heyl plant the Y’s Men flag on the Oak Brook property housing the

International Headquarters in 1966

While hoping to find a

building and/or suitable

land in or around Downers

Grove, the search

committee finally came up

with a location in 1966 in

Oak Brook, Illinois
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NEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREAS

The Y’s Men’s Club of Pärnu, Estonia, celebrated

YMI’s100th anniversary  with the opening of a themed

installation in front of the Raeküla Prison Center in Pärnu.

APE Piia Karro-Selg, a member of the Pärnu club,

spoke about the origin and activities of Y’s Men

International.

In 1924, the first club outside North America, was

founded in Shanghai, China and reached Europe via

Estonia in 1928 with the chartering of a club in Tallinn.

Thus, the 100th anniversary of the movement in Europe

will be celebrated in six years’ time.

The opening of the special installation was made by

Marina Mesipuu-Rhun, a member of the Pärnu club. He

and the current club president, Marika Kukk, and the

incoming president, Gert Gentalen, unveiled the

installation for the public. The main part of the

installation consists of flags of many countries where the

movement functions. In total, there are 74 of these

countries around the world, with Finland, Latvia and

Lithuania along with Estonia constituting the Baltic

District.

Estonia: Celebrating 100 Years of YMI

After the opening ceremony, club members gathered

in the Raeküla Old School Center, where a small concert

took place. Maria Toodo, a friend of the Old School

Center and Pärnu club, and Gert Gentalen showcased

their singing talent. Together they covered the birthday

table, drank tea and coffee, ate pastries and other

delicacies, listened to beautiful songs, and recalled the

story of the birth and development of the Pärnu club,

which will celebrate thirty years of charter in May next

year
Urmas Saard

(Sourced from FB page)

We invite your club and all others around the world to

conduct one or more celebration activities in the year we

complete 100 years of service.

This little book is meant to be a source of inspiration for

clubs to motivate them to celebrate 100 years of friendship

and charity.

As it is our 100th year, we tried to find 100 suggestions on

how your club might celebrate the occasion. We did not

find 100, but maybe you and your club can find one we

missed. If you do, please be sure to let us know your idea

on the Facebook page!

Download the booklet from:

www.ysmen.org

Calling All Clubs to Celebrate

Marika Kukk, Marina Mesipuu-Rhun, Gert Gentalen open an installation dedicated to the centenary of Y's Men International (L) to reveal what’s inside

Club members in front of the installation
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Taipei-Downtown, Taichung Great Vision and Pingtung

clubs, triangle brother clubs, accompanied by the Y’s

Menettes Club of Pingtung, organised a community service

activity in December 2021 to raise funds for 120 children

of the Pingtung Intellectual Disability Association and

celebrateYMI’s centennial.

This activity was dedicated to serving and promoting

public welfare and its significance lies in promoting the

healthy growth of disabled children both in body and

Taiwan: Celebrating 100 Years of YMI Differently

mind by encouraging them to participate in outdoor

activities.

In addition to the efforts and spending time, all four

clubs donated NT$ 135,000 (approx. USD 4,500) to

the association.

It was held with the backdrop of the call to celebrate

the 100th anniversary of YMI and indeed in the spirit of

giving and acts of kindness.
Ymt Hui-Chen Hs

The Y’s Men’s Club of Hyderabad and the YMCAs of

Greater Hyderabad jointly organised a free dental check–

up camp in May 2022 at the YMCA grounds, Hyderabad

as a part of its Summer Camp 2022. Camps have been

conducted every year since 1981, promoting the concept

of all round growth of children.

Dr Yashika H. Mehta and her team of dentists and

support staff conducted the camp.

India: Free Dental Check-Up Camp

Over 200 persons, mostly children and students

attendedthe summer camp, and some parents, coaches

and others also got their dental check-up done. The

dentists advised the camp participants about the

importance of oral hygiene to maintain good health. Dr

Yashika gave tips for good oral health to prevent various

mouth diseases caused by neglect.
PICM V. Vijaya Kumar

Dr. Yashika advising the young campers on good oral habits

Camp leaders briefing the youngsters about the dental check-up

Regional leaders cutting the centenary celebrations cake With the announcement of their donation
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Toledo, Ohio: Y’s Men were actively engaged in executing a service project for the Toledo YMCA with the Y Service Clubs from Toledo (Ohio),

Muskegon (Michigan) and Carondelet (St Louis, Missouri) participating with Y Staff to help build a Low Ropes Course at the Sylvania Y.

The Y Service Club of New York - Westchester donated 75 winter coats to the needy kids in the Elmsford school community around the

Yuletide season.  The gift was received by the President of the Board of Education and the Superintendent of Schools who appreciated the club’s

community services while expressing gratitude for the generosity.

Epsilon Y Service Club donates 4000 Canadian dollars to Chalmers

Foundation. The foundation is now apart of the Stan Cassidy

Rehabilitation Center’s fundraising efforts. Epsilon has been donating to

Stan Cassidy for more than 60 years. Pictured in the center is Epsilon club

treasurer Ron LeBlanc.

For more than 10 years Y'smen from Petersburg have been making

such signs, saying “Thank you for cleaning the territory after your

stay.” They tie them on to the trees in the favourite tourist ' and

fishermen’s places. It works!
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Canada: Helping Pat
and the Elephant

The Charlottetown Y’s Men’s Club (Maritimes Region,

Canada/Caribbean Area) support Pat and the Elephant

and all their clients they transport on a daily basis.Pat

and the Elephant offers wheelchair van transportation in

Prince Edward Island, Canada, and the other Maritime

provinces, seven days a week. They want members of the

disabled and elderly communities to be able to travel and

have a fun time, without worrying about transportation.

How the Name Came to Be

So proud of my Aunt Pat Rogers who founded Pat and the Elephant. The

story goes, Pat had to go to New Brunswick to purchase the first wheelchair

van, as no dealer on PEI would sell her a van without a guarantee from a

father or husband, neither of which she had, as her father had passed away

and she was not married. My mother travelled with her to pick up the van as

I remember. When Pat pulled into her driveway after the road trip, her mother,

my grandmother, looked out from her bedroom window, down at the van

sitting in their driveway, and exclaimed ‘It looks like an elephant!’ And so Pat

& the Elephant came to be.

Lissa Desbarats (from the FB page of Pat and the Elephant)

UAE: Skilling
People Virtually

The Y’s Men’s Club of Ajman (U.A.E., Middle East

Region, India Area) is launching a project promoting skills

and education for people far and near. It’s a social

commitment project in the education sector dedicated

to the legacy of YMI founder Paul William Alexander in

commemoration of the centenary year.

The virtual academy proposes an interactive

multilingual learning platform with applications providing

learning experiences across devices with or without

connectivity on all types of subjects.
Daies Idiculla, Club President, Ajman

Representatives from the Hawaii Region are pictured at

Honolulu Hale (City & County of Honolulu) to receive the

certificate from the Council of the City & County of

Honolulu to congratulate and recognise the 100th anniversary

of Y’s Men. A special thank you to City Councilwoman

Heidi Tsuneyoshi for honouring us with this recognition

and allowing us to receive the certificate in Council chambers.
Source: FB page of Hawaii Region

YMI’s International, Area India and MER leaders lighting the lamp marking the

inauguration of the Skill Academy

Hawaii State Recognition for YMI

NEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREAS

Pictured left to right: Shown during the donation announcement are Greg Peters,

Treasurer, Pat & the Elephant; Charlottetown Club President Blair Cutcliffe;

Margaret Shanahan, Manager,Pat & the Elephant; and

incoming Charlottetown Club President, Bill Irwin
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Hawaii: Atherton Y Service Club’s ‘Hahaione Stream Clean-Up’ campaign saw club members cut invasive grass and other vegetation

from the canal. Six bags of trash were collected. Stream clean-up projects like this help to prevent debris from collecting and causing floods

during heavy rain.

Hawaii: The YMCA of Honolulu’s‘Healthy Kids Day’ was held on Saturday 30 April. Six Oahu YMCAs opened their doors to the public

and offered a variety of free family-friendly activities. Photos here are courtesy of Kalihi Y Service Club.

More Useful Community Service Activities

The world’s first regenerative organic vegetable terrarium, HopeBox, and world’s first Soil-Ution Aquaponics Satellite Farm System were

launched by the Y Service Club of Johor Eagles (Malaysia), in collaboration with PwD Smart FarmAbility and Fam1st Malaysia, and with

financial assistance from Y’s Men International. The objective is to bring nutritious food to people of all economic backgrounds, especially

the marginalised and indigent community, through food literacy and food sovereignty.
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Philippines: Project ‘We Care – Bangon Siargao’

The category 5 storm ‘Rai’, locally known as super typhoon

‘Odette’ was a powerful and catastrophic tropical cyclone

that hit the southern part of the Philippines late last year.

Devastating the regions of Bicol, Negros, Southern Leyte,

Palawan, Dinagat, Surigao del Norte and the Siargao island,

it ripped houses apart and cut off supplies food and  water

supplies, electricity, transportation and communication.

Y’s Men in Region Philippines under the Philippine

Regional Interim Administration Committee (PRIAC)

Chairperson Larry Chan, co-Chairperson Ramona Morales

and PRIAC Secretary Paul Lim mobilised a rebuilding

operation on houses that suffered damage caused by the

typhoon.

With the support from the Area Asia Pacific Natural

Disaster Emergency Relief Fund and Philippine Region clubs

and Y’s leaders, we were able to provide 8,441 families from

20 barangays of Siargao Island adequate tools for their

rebuilding operation under Project “We Care – Bangon

Siargao.”
PRD Paul Lim

India: A ‘Garage Sale’ to Raise Funds for RBM
To increase contributions towards the Roll Back Malaria

campaign of YMI, a sale of assorted items including food,

clothes,handicrafts and household items was held early

this year. The event was spearheaded by club members of

District 2 of South West India Region under the able

leadership of its District Governor Pradeepkumar and Y’s

Menettes coordinator Gigy Varghese.

People who were convinced of the dangers of this

vector-borne disease that has affected over 240 million

people worldwide did their best to ardently participate

in the sale and contribute generously. The event managed

to raise enough money for 70 additional long-lasting

insecticidal nets (LLIN). The District had already

contributed to the purchase of 30 LLINs early this year

thereby taking the total to 100 nets this year.
PAP Susy Mathew

Y’s volunteers distributing relief materials and tools to rebuild their lives following the super storm

Volunteers and supporters interact and choose items to be picked up (L) and District leaders interact with the organisers
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Denmark: Distributing the Year’s
Profits from Recycling

Erritsø Y’s Men’s Club donated 98,500 Danish Krone

(DKK) (approx. USD 14,215), which the club’s activities

generated in 2021-2022 through its flagship project of

recycling household and personal items. With this donation,

the total amount that the club has distributed over its last

40 years of existence has exceeded DKK 3 million (approx.

USD 433,000).

The local recipients of this year’s giving includedthe

KFUM’s Soldier’s Home, a grant for a canteen van, the

Erritsø church for Christmas and confirmation help for

families in need, Fredericia Provsti to hold family holidays

for vulnerable families, and a handful of other groups.

The club has also supported Y’s Men Region Denmark’s

international projects, including aid to Ukraine.
Source: FB page

Announcement

YMCA South Australia has received several grants to run a

series of related youth programmes at a fitness and leisure

centre in the suburbs. A “youth zone” was created to provide

opportunities for young people who are often marginalised,

lonely or disengaged.

The Y Service Club of Adelaide donated AUD 5,000 to

YMCA SA to help with their work. Funds have been split

in half, supporting both this initiative and to sponsor a group

of young people to take part in an interesting YMCA

programme, “Youth Parliament”.

The head of Children’s Services at YMCA SA, Komala

Champion has broad oversight of these programmes. Komala

is very passionate about upskilling people and teams to work

successfully in their communities, creating the best possible

environment for children in the care of the YMCA.

Komala was recently awarded the IC Howard/Y Service

Australia ASF Award. The YMI clubs in Australia have been

supporting this award for many years and we are pleased

that we in South Australia have a working relationship with

Partnering with the YMCA in Australia

Komala. She is going to use the funds for a two-week visit to

YMCA Scotland to learn more about successful youth

mentoring and what elements can be adapted to the situation

here.

We wish the YMCA and Komala all the best in their

endeavours to continue creating healthy and strong people

and communities.
PIP Jennifer Jones

PAP Russell Jones and PIP Jennifer Jones with Amy, a youth camp leader
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*Max Ediger directs the School of Peace from

Cambodia.

He has been a blogger for long and this piece is one

of the older blogs taken from http://calebandshalev.

wordpress.com/
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invites
Club leaders to send stories of

activities undertaken with one

or more high-resolution

pictures and appropriate

captions. Write-ups must not

exceed 150 words.

Readers are also requested to

send their views and notes on

matters of concern for the

movement, globally.

Submit your stories and

pictures at:

 www.ysmen.org/ymiworld

Last date for submission for

next issue:

31 August 2022

The Hambantota beach on the

southern coast of Sri Lanka is a place

tourist brochures would immediately

label as a “paradise.” Its gleaming white

sands cover a broad beach within the

wide cove created by centuries of warm

ocean currents. Palm trees sway in the

hot afternoon breeze as the waves lap

against the shore. 

But there is much sadness here.

Tents stand in the sweltering heat where

once comfortable homes sheltered this

Muslim fishing community. Rubble

and shattered fishing boats clutter the

open spaces between the tents and

village people wander about, still

reflecting the face of trauma six months

after the deadly tsunami wave rushed

up over the sand dunes and washed the

community into the nearby lagoon.

While there has been no progress

in building new homes for the people,

the mosque is slowly being

reconstructed. Here people gather for

their prayers, to escape the burning heat

or to share their burdens of loss and

discouragement.

We didn’t want to disturb the

people as they gathered for their noon

prayers, but we were also a little

uncertain if they would welcome us

into their grief and loss. The smiles and

warm handshakes allayed our fears.

Slowly the stories emerged. People

shared about their own survival. Some

had left early in the morning to go to

the market on the nearby hill. From

there they suddenly saw the wave sweep

down through the cove, cover their

community and then recede, leaving

behind only rubble. Others were swept

out of their homes and somehow

managed to grab hold of a tree or bush

which they desperately clung to until

the water flowed back into the sea.

Now they sit alone in their sweltering

tents erected as temporary shelters, only

mental memories of their lost family

members to cherish. All other

memories, the photos, the souvenirs

and the personal items, lie somewhere

at the bottom of the lagoon behind the

community. These victims of tsunami

have only their deep faith in Allah, their

memories, and each other to hold them

up in this time of loneliness.

The searing heat reflecting off the

white sand seemed to even burn through

our shoes as we walked among the rubble

and the temporary tent shelters. Living

here in the heat and the constant

reminder of the disaster that took away

their homes and their families must be a

burden few human could bear.

Sometimes, there are just no words to

convey what is in the heart.

Through the opening of one tent,

we saw a middle-aged woman kneeling

on a mat spread out on the floor. She

was deep in her prayers of thanks and

praise to Allah. We quietly walked on

by, but she saw us, stood up and invited

us over to her tent to talk. Her friendly

welcome belied her sadness. All of her

family had perished as the wave crashed

through the community that terrible

morning more than six months earlier.

All that was left of her home was the

cement and tilled floor and she had

pitched her tent over that, wanting to

hang on to a small piece of her life. 

As she shared the story of her loss

and struggle, one member of our group

began weeping. Sometimes tears for the

victims come much easier than words.

We just can not find the way to offer

comfort to someone who has suffered

so much more than we have ever

experienced.

But it was the victim who offered

comfort. This Muslim woman, with so

much pain in her heart, gently reached

out and wiped the tears from the cheeks

of our colleague. “You will be alright,”

she seemed to say. “And I, God willing,

will be alright too.”

I was reminded of something a

friend in India once said to me. We

often talk of victims as being helpless

and needing our sympathy and aid to

survive, he said. But perhaps it is more

important for us to speak of the power

of the victim to nurture and to heal.

That day, on the white sands of

Hambantota and among the ruins of a

once prosperous Muslim community,

we experienced the power of the victim

to offer us healing and nurture. May all

of us open our hearts to these deep

expressions of God’s redeeming love

and compassion that come from those

we too often look at as helpless victims.
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International Presidents 2010 - 2022

85. Hirotoshi Fujii

IP: 2010 to 2011

Home Club: Tokyao, Japan

88. Poul V. Thomsen

IP: 2013 to 2014

Home Club: Kjellerup, Denmark

Our 85th International President was Hirotoshi Fujii

from Tokyo, Japan. He served from 2010 to 2011.

Our 86th International President was Finn Pedersen from

Stavanger Norway. He served from 2011 to 2012.

86. Finn Pedersen

IP: 2011 to 2012

Home Club: Stavanger Norway

87. Philip Mathai

IP: 2012 - 2013

Home Club: Cochin, India

Our 87th International President was Philip Mathai from

Cochin, India. He served from 2012 to 2013.

Our 88th International President was Poul V. Thomsen

from Kjellerup, Denmark. He served from 2013 to 2014.

89. Isaac Palathinkal

IP: 2014 to 2015

Home Club: Cochin, India

Our 89th International President was Isaac Palathinkal

from Cochin, India. He served from 2014 to 2015.

90. Wichian Boonmapajorn

IP: 2015 to 2016

Home Club: Bangkok, Thailand

Our 90th International President was Wichian

Boonmapajorn from Bangkok, Thailand. He served from

2015 to 2016.
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International Presidents 2010 - 2022

91. Joan Wilson

IP: 2016 to 2017

Home Club: Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Our 91st International President, Joan Wilson, was also

our second female International President. Joan is from

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada and served from 2016 to 2017.

92. Henry J. Grindheim

IP: 2017 to 2018

Home Club: Borgen, Norway

Our 92nd International President was Henry J.

Grindheim of Borgen, Norway. He served from 2017 to

2018.

93. Moon Sang-bong

IP: 2018 to 2019

Home Club: Yeosu, Korea

Our 93rd International President was Moon Sang-bong

from Yeosu, Korea. He served from 2018 to 2019.

94. Jennifer Jones

IP: 2019 to 2020

Home Club: Adelaide, Australia

Our 94th International President was Jennifer Jones from

Adelaide, Australia. She served from 2019 to 2020 and

was our third female International President.

95. Jacob Kristensen

IP: 2020 to 2021

Home Club: Ringkøbing, Denmark

Our 95th International President was Jacob Kristensen

from Ringkobing Denmark. Jacob served from 2020 to

2021.

Our current International President is Dr. Kim Sang-chae

from Korea. He was inducted into the position in

July2021 and will serve until end of June 2022.

96. Dr. Kim Sang-chae

IP: 2021 to 2022

Home Club: Korea
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